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RAYVAT
ACCOUNTING
Rejuvenating Businesses

"We help
passionate
businesses achieve
their most
AMBITIOUS
revenue goals."

ABOUT
We understand that every business has its
Accounting and Bookkeeping methods to
support their business. To welcome this, Rayvat
has accounts outsourcing services to meet each
industry’s unique needs and requirements.
Accounts outsourcing services offered by
Rayvat will help you to identify the financial
indicators and performance readily, enabling
you to make the right decisions at the right time.

Become Profitable
We help businesses develop their overall revenue by no
less than 10%. One of our current clients has seen a
development rate of 75% in the course of recent months.
Save Time
We help business visionaries spare a normal of 230.4
hours a year on their bookkeeping and printed material
undertakings. Most business people spend around 6
hours seven days on these undertakings and we get 80%
of that off your plate.
Expand Cash
We help businesses augment their cash. By and large,
our clients free up $20,000 a year in expenses. They can
likewise get day by day, week by week or monthly reports
to settle on better cash decisions.
Enhance Collections
We at Rayvat help businesses increase their collection
rates by 30% through enhanced invoicing, documentation,
and collection followups.

Services
Rayvat is one place where you will find the best
Accounting Services for all kinds of business.
We design, construct and take care of your
financial needs as well. As far as our clients are
concerned, we have a global reach and have
customers across the globe.
We are an innovative outsourcing company with
a difference and our services and business
model includes all types of outsourced
accounting services.

Our team of financial advisers has their
accounting concepts crystal clear and they
simply love numbers. They also understand
the importance of submitting reports on time
and will surely meet the deadline. You can opt
for our trial run in order to get an idea about
the good quality work that we do.

Our Core Services
Annual Accounts and Filings
Corporation Tax Return
Personal Tax Return
Monthly Financial Statements
Quarterly Management Reports
Business Activity Statements
Payroll Accounting
Accounts Payables and Receivables
Bookkeeping and Credit Control
Software Migration Services

PROCESS

You fill the inquiry form:
We have an easy to fill
form to allow us to get
your details for faster and
easier communication.

Understanding of
requirements
Ballpark estimate
Proposal: our team
prepares and presents a
comprehensive proposal
for the project based on
the client’s request.

The client relations team
calls or emails you: We
have a team working
around the clock and we
guarantee the fastest
response after you
contact us.

Approval to go ahead:
After submitting the
proposal, our team will
discuss it with the client
and if approved, it is all
system go.
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Confirm pricing: We
appreciate that pricing
is the most sensitive
issue in outsourcing
and that’s why we
advise our clients to
understand all the
details.

Resource deployment &
training: Once the
contract signing is
complete, we commence
on resource mobilization
and deployment to
ensure everything
needed is in place.

Contracting & SLA signoff: Once the pricing
and all other aspects of
engagement including
SLA have been sorted,
our team and the client
sign the contract.

Project kick-off meeting:
after training, we
organize a project-kickoff meeting with every
one who shall be working
on this project.

Project execution &
management: We start
work on the project with
a goal to achieve the
objectives set by the
team. Our team is highly
experienced in financial
projects, and we use our
expertise to ensure
everything moves like
clockwork.
On-going reporting &
feedback: As the project
continues, we use the
identified channels for
real-time reporting and
feedback with the client.
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SOFTWARE
PROFICIENCY

In an environment of rapid change,
every company need an accounting firm
that understands new technologies or
software and the marketplace
conditions that create them.
We at RAYVAT can help you cope with
these challenges, our team of experts
are well trained and updated with
recent cloud based systems and can
provide the best expected services
using same.

Client
Testimonials
The team at Rayvat quickly and efficiently researched
large amounts of data and was able to provide results
that were clear and organized. This reduced much of
my workload and gave me the comfort of the
accounting adjustments I needed to make to have
accurate financial statements.
- Jason Matich

The professionals at Rayvat really took the time to
understand our business and its unique needs. They
created a personalized accounts plan that helped
streamline our business processes and prepare us for
the future. We really appreciate the time they
dedicated to helping our company move forward.
- Amy Thomson

It was difficult to find a trust worthy accountant for our
unique business, but well worth the wait. We've
worked with Rayvat for several years and trusted their
team with us, they provided consistent quality service,
helping our business to find loop holes and solve
problems.
- Gabriel Jones

ONE OF THE MOST TRUSTED OUTSOURCING FIRMS
IN U.S.
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